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Human motion is fundamental to understanding behavior. Despite progress on 
single-image 3D pose and shape estimation, existing video-based SOTA methods 
fail to produce accurate and natural motion sequences due to a lack of 
ground-truth 3D motion data for training. 

The authors tries to exploit temporal information to more accurately estimate the 
3D motion of the body from monocular video.

Introduction



AMASS is a large database of human motion unifying different optical 
marker-based motion capture datasets by representing them within a common 
framework and parameterization. The dataset is significantly richer than previous 
human motion collections, having more than 40 hours of motion data, spanning 
over 300 subjects, more than 11000 motions. AMASS is readily useful for 
animation, visualization, and generating training data for deep learning. 

Introduction: Dataset (the primary one)



Human Mesh Recovery (HMR): End-to-end adversarial learning of human pose 
and shape

Backgroud: HMR



The human body is represented as a 3D mesh encoded using the SMPL model.

Temporal encoder (act as a Shape/Pose Generator) + Motion Discriminator

VIBE: Overall



The intuition behind using a recurrent architecture is that future frames can 
benefit from past video information about human poses.  The temporal encoder 
acts as a generator that, given a sequence of frames, it outputs the corresponding 
pose and shape of the body in each frame.

VIBE: Temporal Encoder



The output, Θ, of the generator is given as 
input to a multi-layer GRU model. In order to 
aggregate hidden states, self attention is used, 
followed by a linear layer that predicts a value 
∈ [0, 1] representing the probability that Θ 
belongs to the manifold of plausible human 
motions. 

VIBE: Motion Discriminator



VIBE: Overall (Again)



● Training
○ Human3.6M: Indoor
○ MPI-INF-3DHP: Outdoor
○ AMASS : Adversarial training
○ PennAction + PoseTrack
○ InstaVariety + Kinetics-400

Experiments: All Datasets

● Evaluation
○ Human3.6M: Indoor
○ MPI-INF-3DHP: 

Outdoor
○ 3DPW: Albative study



VIBE: Quantitative Comparison



VIBE: Ablative Studies



VIBE: Qualitative Results

Qualitative comparison between VIBE (top) and Temporal-HMR (bottom).



VIBE: Qualitative Results



Conclusion

Introduced a recurrent architecture that propagates information over time;

Introduced discriminative training of motion sequences using the AMASS dataset;

Introduced self-attention in the discriminator so that it learns to focus on the 
important temporal structure of human motion; 

Achieved SOTA result. : }


